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Special Issue "Sustainability in Supply Chain Operations and Collaboration in the Big 
Data Era"  

Dear Colleagues,  

Supply chain operations involve various business functions and processes in 
manufacturing, transportation, and retailing, in which the collaboration among supply 
chain members is a key issue to improve operational performances. In today’s Big Data 
era, supply chain operations in most manufacturing and service enterprises become more 
data-driven, complex, and global. With ever-increasing competitive pressures, more and 
more enterprises are aware of the substantial economic, environmental, and social 
benefits by improving the sustainability in supply chain operations and collaboration. 
This Special Issue focuses on cutting-edge research that can effectively handle the 
balances and synergies associated with the integration of economics, environment, and 
social perspectives into traditional business and decision-making processes in supply 
chain operations in the Big Data era.  

Researchers and practitioners all over the world, from both academia and industry, 
working in the areas of analytical models, empirical studies, and solution approaches that 
address significant issues for sustainability in various supply chain operations and their 
collaboration, are invited to discuss state-of-the-art solutions, novel issues, recent 
developments, applications, methodologies and techniques. Review papers are also 
welcomed if they provide new insights to the practice of sustainability in supply chain 
operations.  
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Manuscript Submission Information  

Manuscripts should be submitted online at www.mdpi.com by registering and logging in 
to this website. Once you are registered, click here to go to the submission form 
(http://www.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/upload/?journal=sustainability). Manuscripts 
can be submitted until the deadline. All papers will be peer-reviewed. Accepted papers 
will be published continuously in the journal (as soon as accepted) and will be listed 
together on the special issue website. Research articles, review articles as well as short 
communications are invited. For planned papers, a title and short abstract (about 100 
words) can be sent to the Editorial Office for announcement on this website.  

Submitted manuscripts should not have been published previously, nor be under 
consideration for publication elsewhere (except conference proceedings papers). All 
manuscripts are thoroughly refereed through a single-blind peer-review process. A guide 
for authors and other relevant information for submission of manuscripts is available on 
the Instructions for Authors page. Sustainability is an international peer-reviewed open 
access monthly journal published by MDPI.  
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